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Personal Information Summary

The information below was used to calculate the results in this report.
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1.  Personal Information

Sample

Current Age 63

Retirement Age 64

Plan to Age of 100

Sample

Current Age 61

Retirement Age 62

Plan to Age of 100

Tax Status    Married Filing Jointly;Filing in MI;Local Tax 0%

2.  Assets Included

Integrated Accounts  

Sample

None

Sample

None

Other Accounts and Assets  

Sample

Hartford Life - Thrift Plan $283,050

Franklin Templeton - 401k -- annual contributions: $10,500 $9,034

Fidelity Investments - Charitable Gift $165,450

Sample

None

Total Assets $457,534  

Financial Events  

Cash Value Of Life Insurance $10,000

Sale Of Business $100,000

Stock Options $100,000

Home Sale $550,000



Personal Information Summary Continued
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3.  Current/Most Recent Income (Pre-Tax)

Sample

Annual Income $70,000

Sample

Annual Income $7,000

4.  Retirement Income Sources

Sample

Monthly Social Security at age 64 $1,589

Monthly Social Security at age 64 $686

Lump Sum Pension at age 65 $10,000

Monthly Pension at age 62 $700

Monthly Fixed Income Annuity $250

Monthly Variable Income Annuity $250

Monthly Royalty Income $1000

One-time Cash Value Of Life Insurance $10,000

One-time Sale Of Business $100,000

One-time Stock Options $100,000

One-time Home Sale $550,000

Sample

None



Retirement Analysis Summary

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are
hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo
simulation methodology to estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The market
return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea of how an asset mix similar to your
portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class
that may differ from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as the use of
assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you have provided. The tool uses financial data
provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees,
and/or expenses will generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical illustrations generated
by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more information, refer to the “Important Information about this
Report and Its Methodology” section.
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Your Projected Assets Over Time

Total Goal at Retirement $901,975

Monthly Goal $7,500/month
136% of pre-retirement income

The key indicators below provide a summary of your projected retirement financial situation.

On Track to Have $6,332-$7,251/month

Additional Savings
Needed

$9,956 - $64,871/month

Likelihood of Success 40%

You plan to continue accumulating assets by working until 64.

For this evaluation, you’ve indicated a 1 year horizon to retirement.

Your "Plan to age" is 100 and you’re currently projected to experience a shortfall in assets at age 86.
We should discuss options that may help you improve the likelihood of meeting your retirement goals.
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How Long Will Your Assets Last in Retirement?

The chart below shows how long your assets may last throughout your retirement based on hypothetical 
market simulations that use historical market performance.

Your Age

If the market
performs poorly

If the market
performs on average

Your total goal Retirement
age

Shortfall



Retirement Analysis Summary Continued

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are
hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo
simulation methodology to estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The market
return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea of how an asset mix similar to your
portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class
that may differ from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as the use of
assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you have provided. The tool uses financial data
provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees,
and/or expenses will generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical illustrations generated
by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more information, refer to the “Important Information about this
Report and Its Methodology” section.

$0

$198,400

$396,800

$595,200

$793,600

$992,000

$0

$1,650

$3,300

$4,950

$6,600

$8,250

If the market
performs poorly

If the market
performs on average

If the market
performs poorly

If the market
performs on average

$6,332
monthly*

$7,251
monthly*

Goal

$455,493 at
Retirement*

Goal

$488,706 at
Retirement*

Your first month income goal is $7,500 or approximately
136% of your pre-retirement income.

It is estimated that you’re currently on track to cover
$6,332-$7,251 of monthly expenses, depending on how
the market performs. This is 115-132% of your
pre-retirement income.

It is estimated that you’ll need approximately
$901,975 in assets at retirement, to fund your
goals.

Currently, estimates show you’re on track to enter
retirement with $455,493- $488,706 in assets.

The “Goal” may not reflect the variationof expensesenteredinto the Budget Worksheet.

How much do you need to retire?
The following charts will help you see how prepared you may be to realize your retirement goal.
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Your Projected Monthly Income
at Retirement

Your Total Assets 
at Retirement



Retirement Analysis Summary Continued

Your Current Asset Allocation

  40%  Domestic Stock

    3%  Foreign Stock

  37%  Bonds

  17%  Short-Term

    3%  Other

Asset Allocation
In retirement, a key success factor may be the selection of an asset allocation that can help protect you
from the unpredictability of the market and provide a risk/return balance that may help you achieve your
retirement goals. The allocation of your portfolio among stocks, bonds, and short-term investments may
significantly impact your ability to grow your wealth, withstand market swings, mitigate the effects of
inflation, and protect against the possibility of outliving your assets. Please note that asset allocation does
not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.

Historical Index Returns for 12-month Time Periods

The tool uses historical index return information in preparing income projections. Historical performance information for the
stock, bond, and short-term asset classes is provided by Ibbotson Associates. Domestic stocks are represented by the S&P
500® Index; bonds are represented by the U.S. Intermediate Term Government Bond; and short-term assets are represented by
the 30-day U.S. Treasury bill. The chart below shows the highest and lowest 12-month returns of the three indexes used by the
tool.

Generally, among asset classes, stocks may present more short-term risk and volatility than bonds or short-term instruments
but may provide greater potential return over the long term. Although bonds generally present less short-term risk and volatility
than stocks, bonds do entail interest rate risk (as interest rates rise, bond prices usually fall, and vice versa) and the risk of
default, or the risk that an issuer will be unable to make income or principal payments. Additionally, bonds and short-term
investments entail greater inflation risk, or the risk that the return of an investment will not keep up with increases in the prices
of goods and services, than stocks. Finally, foreign investments, especially those in emerging markets, involve greater risk and
may offer greater potential return than U.S. investments.

Index Best 12-month Period Worst 12-month Period

30-day U.S. Treasury bills 15.20% (period ending Nov 1981) -0.04% (period ending Oct 1939)

U.S. Intermediate Term Government Bond 32.70% (period ending Sept 1982) -5.56% (period ending Oct 1994)

S&P 500® Index 162.89% (period ending June 1933) -67.56% (period ending June 1932)

Source: Ibbotson Associates (1926-2009. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All indexes are unmanaged, and it is not possible
to invest directly in an index. Please see the Methodology for additional details.
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Discussion Topics
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Review your asset allocation
We may want to adjust your investment mix, so that you are better positioned to meet your
retirement financial goals.

Review your savings strategy
We will discuss whether you can increase your savings rate and review savings vehicles that may be
appropriate for your situation.

Review your expenses
We will review your planned level of retirement spending and discuss whether this is sustainable or
whether you need to consider delaying or reducing expenses.

Prepare for health care costs
Health care costs, including long term care costs, are rising rapidly and may pose a risk to your
financial security in retirement. We should make plans so that you are prepared to fund these
essential expenses.

Consider choices for reliable income
There are many options available that can help you bridge your income through early retirement or
offer protection against the risk of outliving your assets.

Implement a withdrawal strategy
We can help you draw from your income sources and investments, to fund your retirement spending,
so that you have the potential to minimize taxes and maximize the value of your assets.

Consider estate and tax planning
We will discuss how you may preserve your wealth through tax saving strategies and charitable giving.

Monitor your situation
We will review your financial situation and update our analysis annually or more often if your
circumstances change.



Cash Flow Summary 

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood
of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results
and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo simulation methodology to
estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The
market return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea
of how an asset mix similar to your portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed
historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class that may differ 

from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as
the use of assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you
have provided. The tool uses financial data provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and
the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees, and/or expenses will
generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical
illustrations generated by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more
information, refer to the “Important Information about this Report and Its Methodology” section.
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Income and Expense Details Based on Poor Market Performance

Year Age(s)
Beginning

Assets Earned Income
Social

Security Pension
Annuity
Income Other

Total
Income

Total
Expenses MRD

Withdrawal
from

Assets
Withdrawal

Percent Ending Assets Shortfall

2012 64/62 $455,493 $0 $19,507 $8,400 $5,846 $12,000 $45,753 $92,070 $0 $63,199 13.9% $388,952 $0

2013 65/63 $388,952 $0 $19,955 $18,593 $5,756 $562,000 $606,304 $94,188 $0 $0 0.0% $810,879 $0

2014 66/64 $810,879 $0 $29,227 $8,791 $5,776 $12,000 $55,794 $96,354 $0 $45,486 5.6% $676,578 $0

2015 67/65 $676,578 $0 $29,900 $8,993 $5,766 $12,000 $56,659 $98,570 $0 $43,935 6.5% $655,342 $0

2016 68/66 $655,342 $0 $30,587 $9,200 $5,739 $12,000 $57,527 $100,837 $0 $45,448 6.9% $652,980 $0

2017 69/67 $652,980 $0 $31,291 $9,411 $5,763 $12,000 $58,465 $103,156 $0 $46,546 7.1% $622,602 $0

2018 70/68 $622,602 $0 $32,010 $9,628 $5,747 $12,000 $59,385 $105,529 $10,175 $50,462 8.1% $619,196 $0

2019 71/69 $619,196 $0 $32,747 $9,849 $5,731 $12,000 $60,327 $107,956 $10,773 $51,002 8.2% $585,901 $0

2020 72/70 $585,901 $0 $33,500 $10,076 $5,759 $112,000 $161,334 $110,439 $11,476 $0 0.0% $683,381 $0

2021 73/71 $683,381 $0 $34,270 $10,308 $5,754 $12,000 $62,332 $112,979 $12,205 $54,653 8.0% $607,652 $0

2022 74/72 $607,652 $0 $35,059 $10,545 $5,766 $12,000 $63,369 $115,578 $12,644 $56,241 9.3% $595,001 $0

2023 75/73 $595,001 $0 $35,865 $10,787 $5,829 $12,000 $64,481 $118,236 $13,064 $57,825 9.7% $607,644 $0

2024 76/74 $607,644 $0 $36,690 $11,035 $5,798 $12,000 $65,523 $120,956 $13,996 $67,647 11.1% $576,070 $0

2025 77/75 $576,070 $0 $37,534 $11,289 $5,832 $22,000 $76,655 $123,738 $13,322 $67,262 11.7% $537,634 $0



Cash Flow Summary Continued

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood
of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results
and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo simulation methodology to
estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The
market return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea
of how an asset mix similar to your portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed
historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class that may differ 

from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as
the use of assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you
have provided. The tool uses financial data provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and
the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees, and/or expenses will
generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical
illustrations generated by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more
information, refer to the “Important Information about this Report and Its Methodology” section.
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Income and Expense Details Based on Poor Market Performance  Continued

Year Age(s)
Beginning

Assets Earned Income
Social

Security Pension
Annuity
Income Other

Total
Income

Total
Expenses MRD

Withdrawal
from

Assets
Withdrawal

Percent Ending Assets Shortfall

2026 78/76 $537,634 $0 $38,397 $11,549 $5,852 $12,000 $67,798 $126,583 $11,506 $80,683 15.0% $466,218 $0

2027 79/77 $466,218 $0 $39,280 $11,814 $5,864 $12,000 $68,958 $129,495 $8,112 $82,714 17.7% $398,313 $0

2028 80/78 $398,313 $0 $40,184 $12,086 $5,866 $112,000 $170,135 $132,473 $4,039 $0 0.0% $431,668 $0

2029 81/79 $431,668 $0 $41,108 $12,364 $5,849 $12,000 $71,321 $135,520 $4,047 $82,951 19.2% $344,604 $0

2030 82/80 $344,604 $0 $42,053 $12,649 $5,857 $12,000 $72,559 $138,637 $425 $87,302 25.3% $327,057 $0

2031 83/81 $327,057 $0 $43,020 $12,939 $5,831 $12,000 $73,791 $141,826 $0 $92,317 28.2% $246,425 $0

2032 84/82 $246,425 $0 $44,010 $13,237 $5,900 $12,000 $75,148 $145,088 $0 $95,173 38.6% $157,800 $0

2033 85/83 $157,800 $0 $45,022 $13,542 $5,901 $12,000 $76,465 $148,425 $0 $96,945 61.4% $69,324 $0

2034 86/84 $69,324 $0 $46,058 $13,853 $5,894 $12,000 $77,805 $151,839 $0 $72,975 105.3% $0 $16,219

2035 87/85 $0 $0 $47,117 $14,172 $5,922 $12,000 $79,210 $155,331 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $77,121

2036 88/86 $0 $0 $48,201 $14,498 $5,956 $12,000 $80,654 $158,903 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $78,899

2037 89/87 $0 $0 $49,309 $14,831 $5,902 $12,000 $82,042 $162,558 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $81,173

2038 90/88 $0 $0 $50,443 $15,172 $5,863 $12,000 $83,478 $166,297 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $83,472

2039 91/89 $0 $0 $51,604 $15,521 $5,938 $12,000 $85,063 $170,122 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $85,709



Cash Flow Summary Continued

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood
of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results
and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo simulation methodology to
estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The
market return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea
of how an asset mix similar to your portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed
historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class that may differ 

from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as
the use of assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you
have provided. The tool uses financial data provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and
the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees, and/or expenses will
generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical
illustrations generated by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more
information, refer to the “Important Information about this Report and Its Methodology” section.
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Income and Expense Details Based on Poor Market Performance  Continued

Year Age(s)
Beginning

Assets Earned Income
Social

Security Pension
Annuity
Income Other

Total
Income

Total
Expenses MRD

Withdrawal
from

Assets
Withdrawal

Percent Ending Assets Shortfall

2040 92/90 $0 $0 $52,791 $15,878 $5,906 $12,000 $86,575 $174,035 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $88,109

2041 93/91 $0 $0 $54,005 $16,243 $5,914 $12,000 $88,162 $178,038 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $90,523

2042 94/92 $0 $0 $55,247 $16,617 $5,888 $12,000 $89,751 $182,132 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $93,032

2043 95/93 $0 $0 $56,518 $16,999 $5,936 $12,000 $91,452 $186,321 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $95,525

2044 96/94 $0 $0 $57,817 $17,390 $5,947 $12,000 $93,154 $190,607 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $98,109

2045 97/95 $0 $0 $59,147 $17,790 $5,972 $12,000 $94,910 $194,991 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $100,741

2046 98/96 $0 $0 $60,508 $18,199 $5,935 $12,000 $96,642 $199,476 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $103,493

2047 99/97 $0 $0 $61,899 $18,618 $5,972 $12,000 $98,489 $204,064 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $106,238

2048 100/98 $0 $0 $63,323 $19,046 $5,982 $12,000 $100,351 $208,757 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $109,068

2049 /99 $0 $0 $45,246 $19,484 $5,966 $12,000 $82,696 $213,558 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $132,009

2050 /100 $0 $0 $46,287 $19,932 $5,982 $12,000 $84,201 $218,470 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $136,569

The expense column does not reflect income taxes owed. "Sources of Income" values are before income taxes. "Income from Assets" values and "Withdrawal
Percent" include estimates of income taxes owed. "Shortfall" only includes estimated income taxes owed if you are drawing income from assets. "Withdrawal
Percent" is the result of dividing the "Withdrawal From Assets" column by the "Beginning Assets" column. Assets at end of Plan do not reflect any applicable
income and/or transfer taxes. The cash flow analysis and results are based on total expenses. Essential expenses are defined by the user.

Annuity income payments are subject to the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.



Cash Flow Summary

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood
of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results
and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo simulation methodology to
estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The
market return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea
of how an asset mix similar to your portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed
historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class that may differ 

from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as
the use of assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you
have provided. The tool uses financial data provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and
the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees, and/or expenses will
generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical
illustrations generated by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more
information, refer to the “Important Information about this Report and Its Methodology” section.
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Income and Expense Details Based on Average Market Performance

Year Age(s)
Beginning

Assets Earned Income
Social

Security Pension
Annuity
Income Other

Total
Income

Total
Expenses MRD

Withdrawal
from

Assets
Withdrawal

Percent Ending Assets Shortfall

2012 64/62 $488,706 $0 $19,507 $8,400 $6,020 $12,000 $45,927 $92,070 $0 $62,999 12.9% $450,957 $0

2013 65/63 $450,957 $0 $19,955 $18,593 $6,072 $562,000 $606,620 $94,188 $0 $0 0.0% $909,870 $0

2014 66/64 $909,870 $0 $29,227 $8,791 $6,057 $12,000 $56,076 $96,354 $0 $44,979 4.9% $800,772 $0

2015 67/65 $800,772 $0 $29,900 $8,993 $6,150 $12,000 $57,043 $98,570 $0 $47,287 5.9% $859,675 $0

2016 68/66 $859,675 $0 $30,587 $9,200 $6,187 $12,000 $57,974 $100,837 $0 $49,075 5.7% $868,878 $0

2017 69/67 $868,878 $0 $31,291 $9,411 $6,223 $12,000 $58,925 $103,156 $0 $50,599 5.8% $890,641 $0

2018 70/68 $890,641 $0 $32,010 $9,628 $6,283 $12,000 $59,921 $105,529 $14,627 $54,457 6.1% $899,712 $0

2019 71/69 $899,712 $0 $32,747 $9,849 $6,307 $12,000 $60,903 $107,956 $15,541 $55,909 6.2% $877,471 $0

2020 72/70 $877,471 $0 $33,500 $10,076 $6,333 $112,000 $161,909 $110,439 $16,287 $0 0.0% $965,637 $0

2021 73/71 $965,637 $0 $34,270 $10,308 $6,384 $12,000 $62,962 $112,979 $17,062 $59,524 6.2% $954,509 $0

2022 74/72 $954,509 $0 $35,059 $10,545 $6,366 $12,000 $63,969 $115,578 $18,575 $59,160 6.2% $945,603 $0

2023 75/73 $945,603 $0 $35,865 $10,787 $6,379 $12,000 $65,031 $118,236 $19,478 $61,090 6.5% $955,908 $0

2024 76/74 $955,908 $0 $36,690 $11,035 $6,431 $12,000 $66,156 $120,956 $20,591 $63,510 6.6% $963,217 $0

2025 77/75 $963,217 $0 $37,534 $11,289 $6,462 $22,000 $77,285 $123,738 $21,593 $58,011 6.0% $974,791 $0

2026 78/76 $974,791 $0 $38,397 $11,549 $6,549 $12,000 $68,495 $126,583 $23,256 $67,498 6.9% $975,686 $0



Cash Flow Summary Continued

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood
of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results
and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo simulation methodology to
estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The
market return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea
of how an asset mix similar to your portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed
historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class that may differ 

from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as
the use of assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you
have provided. The tool uses financial data provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and
the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees, and/or expenses will
generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical
illustrations generated by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more
information, refer to the “Important Information about this Report and Its Methodology” section.
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Income and Expense Details Based on Average Market Performance  Continued

Year Age(s)
Beginning

Assets Earned Income
Social

Security Pension
Annuity
Income Other

Total
Income

Total
Expenses MRD

Withdrawal
from

Assets
Withdrawal

Percent Ending Assets Shortfall

2027 79/77 $975,686 $0 $39,280 $11,814 $6,602 $12,000 $69,697 $129,495 $24,315 $68,917 7.1% $931,895 $0

2028 80/78 $931,895 $0 $40,184 $12,086 $6,603 $112,000 $170,873 $132,473 $23,295 $0 0.0% $1,036,667 $0

2029 81/79 $1,036,667 $0 $41,108 $12,364 $6,640 $12,000 $72,112 $135,520 $25,289 $78,606 7.6% $1,007,596 $0

2030 82/80 $1,007,596 $0 $42,053 $12,649 $6,669 $12,000 $73,371 $138,637 $24,666 $85,368 8.5% $992,177 $0

2031 83/81 $992,177 $0 $43,020 $12,939 $6,728 $12,000 $74,688 $141,826 $23,684 $91,385 9.2% $981,629 $0

2032 84/82 $981,629 $0 $44,010 $13,237 $6,784 $12,000 $76,031 $145,088 $20,485 $94,229 9.6% $926,726 $0

2033 85/83 $926,726 $0 $45,022 $13,542 $6,852 $12,000 $77,415 $148,425 $16,312 $96,974 10.5% $865,504 $0

2034 86/84 $865,504 $0 $46,058 $13,853 $6,812 $12,000 $78,723 $151,839 $11,187 $99,102 11.4% $855,003 $0

2035 87/85 $855,003 $0 $47,117 $14,172 $6,843 $12,000 $80,132 $155,331 $5,585 $101,781 11.9% $842,136 $0

2036 88/86 $842,136 $0 $48,201 $14,498 $6,935 $12,000 $81,633 $158,903 $0 $104,496 12.4% $765,295 $0

2037 89/87 $765,295 $0 $49,309 $14,831 $7,021 $12,000 $83,161 $162,558 $0 $107,260 14.0% $738,299 $0

2038 90/88 $738,299 $0 $50,443 $15,172 $7,108 $12,000 $84,724 $166,297 $0 $110,091 14.9% $686,765 $0

2039 91/89 $686,765 $0 $51,604 $15,521 $7,152 $12,000 $86,277 $170,122 $0 $113,023 16.5% $595,846 $0

2040 92/90 $595,846 $0 $52,791 $15,878 $7,188 $12,000 $87,857 $174,035 $0 $116,034 19.5% $470,766 $0

2041 93/91 $470,766 $0 $54,005 $16,243 $7,226 $12,000 $89,474 $178,038 $0 $119,113 25.3% $403,438 $0

2042 94/92 $403,438 $0 $55,247 $16,617 $7,270 $12,000 $91,133 $182,132 $0 $122,258 30.3% $295,814 $0



Cash Flow Summary Continued

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the tool regarding the likelihood
of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results
and are not guarantees of future results. This tool uses Monte Carlo simulation methodology to
estimate potential income growth, using a minimum of 250 hypothetical market simulations. The
market return data used to generate the illustration is intended to provide you with a general idea
of how an asset mix similar to your portfolio (or a selected target asset mix) has performed
historically. The analysis assumes a level of diversity within each asset class that may differ 

from that found in your portfolio. Numerous factors make the tool’s calculations uncertain, such as
the use of assumptions about historical returns, tax rates and inflation as well as the data you
have provided. The tool uses financial data provided by third-party vendors in the simulations and
the accuracy or timeliness of that data cannot be guaranteed. Taxes, fees, and/or expenses will
generally reduce your actual investment returns and are not reflected in the hypothetical
illustrations generated by this tool. Results may vary with each use and over time. For more
information, refer to the “Important Information about this Report and Its Methodology” section.
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Income and Expense Details Based on Average Market Performance  Continued

Year Age(s)
Beginning

Assets Earned Income
Social

Security Pension
Annuity
Income Other

Total
Income

Total
Expenses MRD

Withdrawal
from

Assets
Withdrawal

Percent Ending Assets Shortfall

2043 95/93 $295,814 $0 $56,518 $16,999 $7,342 $12,000 $92,858 $186,321 $0 $125,449 42.4% $187,864 $0

2044 96/94 $187,864 $0 $57,817 $17,390 $7,362 $12,000 $94,570 $190,607 $0 $128,765 68.5% $70,273 $0

2045 97/95 $70,273 $0 $59,147 $17,790 $7,427 $12,000 $96,364 $194,991 $0 $71,773 102.1% $0 $43,666

2046 98/96 $0 $0 $60,508 $18,199 $7,492 $12,000 $98,199 $199,476 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $101,999

2047 99/97 $0 $0 $61,899 $18,618 $7,517 $12,000 $100,034 $204,064 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $104,791

2048 100/98 $0 $0 $63,323 $19,046 $7,562 $12,000 $101,931 $208,757 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $107,593

2049 /99 $0 $0 $45,246 $19,484 $7,544 $12,000 $84,274 $213,558 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $130,730

2050 /100 $0 $0 $46,287 $19,932 $7,675 $12,000 $85,894 $218,470 $0 $0 0.0% $0 $135,233

The expense column does not reflect income taxes owed. "Sources of Income" values are before income taxes. "Income from Assets" values and "Withdrawal
Percent" include estimates of income taxes owed. "Shortfall" only includes estimated income taxes owed if you are drawing income from assets. "Withdrawal
Percent" is the result of dividing the "Withdrawal From Assets" column by the "Beginning Assets" column. Assets at end of Plan do not reflect any applicable
income and/or transfer taxes. The cash flow analysis and results are based on total expenses. Essential expenses are defined by the user.

Annuity income payments are subject to the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.



Explanation of Concepts
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General Terms

Total Goal at Retirement is an estimate of the assets
required at retirement – in combination with other income
sources to cover projected expenses throughout
retirement. The projection is based on a 90% confidence
level (“poor market” scenario). If a plan is successful,
the value presented represents the On Track to Have
assets at retirement under a “poor market” scenario.

Monthly Goal represents your planned monthly expense
amount (during the initial year of retirement). Note that
this value is displayed here in today’s dollars although in
the comprehensive analysis expenses are adjusted for
inflation. See the Estimated Expense topic in “Important
Information about this Report and Its Methodology” for
detail on the inflation assumptions used in the analysis.

On Track to Have values are intended as comparison
points to the Monthly Goal number. These values
represent an estimated range of today’s dollars you may
be able to spend to fund monthly expenses, during the
initial year of retirement, based upon plan data entered
for your Income, Expenses and Assets. The Report
shows a range from the 90% (“poor market”) confidence
dollar value to the 50% (“average market”) confidence
dollar value. In the comprehensive financial analysis, the
90% estimate is a lower value that was available to fund
expenses in 9 out of 10 simulated market scenarios. The
50% estimate is a higher value that was available to fund
expenses in 5 out of 10 simulated market scenarios.

Likelihood of Success is a percentage value intended
to help you assess the viability of your hypothetical plan
over your planning lifetime. The analysis calculates this
value by projecting the performance of the plan from year
one through the final plan year, in a series of at least 250
differing simulated market scenarios. The plan is deemed
“successful” in any simulated scenario where projected
income and projected assets are sufficient to fully fund
projected expenses in each and every year of the plan
with no shortfall. The Likelihood of Success value is a
percentage reflecting the total number of successful
simulations in relation to the total number of attempted
simulations. For example, if 250 simulations were
attempted and 200 simulations were successful —
resulting in no shortfall throughout the life of the plan —
the Likelihood of Success value would be 200/250 or
80%.

Additional Savings Needed is the estimated savings
level that is projected to generate “Total Goal”.
“Additional Monthly Savings” are assumed to be pre-tax
and made to a hypothetical tax-deferred account. “Total
Goal” and “Additional Savings Needed” are estimates of
after-tax values. No contribution limitations are assumed
on the savings amount.



Cash Flow Summary Details
The tables in the Cash Flow Summary compare your estimated
annual retirement income needs to the potential value based
on historical performance analysis of your various income
sources. These sources include your lifetime income (such as
pensions, Social Security, and annuity income), withdrawals
from assets and other income sources (e.g. part-time
employment income, royalties, or rental income).

Your withdrawals from assets reflect the amount of money you
may need to withdraw from your accounts to cover total
expenses that are not covered by your Social Security,
pensions, annuities, or other income. This amount is an
after-tax figure based on the tax status information you
provided (filing status, state of residency) and certain tax
assumptions about the order in which you liquidate your assets
used for projection purposes. Withdrawals from your
investments will fluctuate based on changes in your expenses,
lifetime income sources, and any other income sources you
have included in your plan.

The first table compares your income and expenses based on
poor market performance simulation. The second table
compares your income and expenses based on average
market performance simulation. 

What if the markets perform poorly? 
The tool graphs the results of the analysis based on how an
asset allocation similar to your asset allocation performed
under poor market conditions, selecting a level of market
confidence where 90% of the market simulation scenarios
result in equal or higher levels of assets or a longer amount of
time that expenses are covered. Conversely, in only 10% of the
historical market scenarios run, an asset allocation similar to 

Explanation of Concepts Continued

yours failed to reach the results shown. Basing your plan on a
90% market confidence can show less favorable results for
some, but it comes with the advantage that in only 1 out of 10
times your plan failed to reach these results in the tested
simulations.

What if the markets perform on average? 
The tool graphs results of the analysis based on how an asset
allocation similar to your asset allocation (or the target asset
mix selected) performed in 50% of the simulated market
scenarios. Under average market performance simulations,
half of the scenarios resulted in equal or higher amounts of
assets (or length of time covering expenses) and half resulted
in fewer assets (or a shorter period of time covering expenses).
Basing your plan on 50% market confidence can show
favorable results for some, but it comes with the risk that in 1
out of 2 times your plan failed to reach these results in the
tested simulations with a target of $0 left at the end of the plan.
Please note that this calculation process may leave a small
residual amount at the end of the plan, as a result of rounding
and/or the way the tool estimates taxes.

1.853287.100
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Important Information about this Report and Its Methodology
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• Using the Tool and its Results
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